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Fig. 1. A diffusion imodel output from the prompt "data as material"

1 INTRODUCTION

Data as material, the focus of this workshop, is a simile: qualities of data and materials are put in correspondence.
This paper explores this simile with the assistance of technology, based on recent work demonstrating how generative
AI may be useful in ideation [3, 5, 7, 8]. We do this because this case may add more empirical results to the still
nascent study of generative AI as an ideation tool. We also do this because more empirical results may help with the
development of theories about how humans and AI can work together. During ideation sessions that use AI, humans
and machines working together form a larger system, a metahuman system [4]. These systems are novel because
humans and machines have different mental models and learn at different speeds [6]. One reason they may be useful in
ideation is because machines and humans operate so differently that they can shake each other out of fixation[9]; the
pairing can result in a process that is both fun and productive.

Large language models and image diffusion models are built from data. The data is for the most part generated by
humans, so the models represent a kind of collective creativity. Because of this, it is reasonable to use these models to
ideate on the implications of the simile Data as material. This paper does so by using the language model GPT-3[1] to
generate text that is selected and modified before being fed to the image model midjourney[2] to produce images. The
process is shown in Figure 2. The human sends a prompt to the language model, which returns text that can be used as
a script to send to the image model. In this case, it is not a script as in the dialog of a play, but a script that suggests an
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instruction that will produce some kind of visual output, as in the instructions an art director would give to a concept
artist, graphic designer, or illustrator. The image model takes the script as input and produces images as output.

Fig. 2. A human delegates to language models to generate text to send to image models

Specifically, the language model is interrogated to generate ideas or concepts, and then those ideas or concepts are
fed as textual prompts to the image model. Sometimes the textual prompts are relayed without editing. Other times
edits are made. So the human, in this case one of the authors, remains in the loop, delegating first to text, then selecting
and sometimes editing the textual responses, then sending to the image model. The image model generates four low
resolution images. The human then selected some of these images to be rendered at higher resolution. There is also an
option in the interface to the image model that allows for a request to generate more alternatives starting from one of
the preferred images. The regeneration by default uses the same textual prompt, but there is an additional option to
also modify the prompt. As in any kind of ideation, many ideas are left on cutting room floor, while the most promising
are modified further.

That is the entirety of the process involved. The model is really a human in the loop model, with a human serving as
a director and an integrator across AI systems. Shown in Figures 1, 3, 4 are 51 outputs from this process.

2 THE EXPLORATION

The exploration started by asking the language model: "Suggest ways data can be used as a material". The model
responded:

(1) Data can be used to create 3D models and objects. For example, 3D printing technology can use data to create
physical objects.

(2) Data can be used to create interactive visualizations and simulations. For example, data can be used to create
virtual reality experiences or augmented reality applications.

(3) Data can be used to create art. For example, data can be used to create digital paintings or sculptures.
(4) Data can be used to create music. For example, data can be used to generate musical compositions or soundscapes
(5) Data can be used to create physical products. For example, data can be used to create custom-made products

such as clothing or furniture.

These were then paraphrased and fed into the image model. For example, the metaverse suggestion resulted in images
5(e)-5(k). The physical products suggestion resulted in images 4(n)-4(o)

A different approach was then taken based on the idea of simile. If data is to be taken as material, then one way to
generate images is to start with words related to materials. The prompt "List some verbs that reflect what you can do
with material" came back with the list: "Sew, Trim, Iron, Paint, Drill, Glue, Hammer, Bind, Braid, Knit, Weave, Crochet,
Assemble, Fabricate, Construct, Mold, Weld, Carve, Burnish, Cut, Sand, Polish, Measure, Forge". Each of these verbs
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were turned into gerund phrases and used as prompts. Assembling data yielded 4(a), constructing data yielded 4(b)-4(g),
and Fabricating data yielded 4 (t)-4(u). Drilling Data yielded 4(p)-(s): these are some of the more evocative images
generated, as they are offshore platforms that extract data rather than oil from below the ocean.

Folding data yielded 4(v). The image suggested a building, so an author remixed the image with the edited prompt
"Folding data as a building" which transformed the image into 5(w). This is not unusual in the practice of image
generation from models: an image is returned that resembles something else. The resemblance can be reinforced by
editing the prompt. The same thing happened with weaving data: 5 (s), (x) and (y) were vaguely architectural, and the
prompt was changed to weaving data as a building, yielding 5(t)-5(w).

Another approach also exploited the simile. The AI model was asked to generate names of different materials and
responded with

1. Wood 2. Metal 3. Glass 4. Ceramics 5. Plastic 6. Fabrics 7. Stone 8. Rubber 9. Leather 10. Concrete
The model was then asked: "Explain how data is like wood" to which it replied:

Data is like wood in that it can be cut, molded, and reshaped to create something new or to fit
certain needs. Just like wood, data needs to be organized and structured in order to be useful. Data
can be chopped up and repurposed to create more complex solutions, just like wood can be used
to craft furniture and other items from raw materials. Both data and wood need to be managed
carefully and securely for the best results.

The response is thought-provoking because it emphasizes construction as a common theme. The prompt "data as wood"
yielded 4(m) and "data as cement" yielded 4(h).

3 CONCLUDING THOUGHTS AND IMAGES

Data as material suggests we can do with data what we can with material: assemble, construct, drill, hammer, fabricate,
glue, fold, and weave. Indeed, these all can be done with data, and the results can be easily illustrated. Material like
wood, cement and fabric exist in a three-dimensional space. Fabric starts off two-dimensional, but with folding it can
encompass three-dimensional structures. Data, though, starts off with far more dimensions. Each column in table or
each node on a graph can be thought of as a dimension. The dimensions are rarely orthogonal, but instead have complex
dependencies. Understanding this is the usually the provenance of data science and related disciplines. But language
and text models together allow for fluid exploration. It is as if we have a materials factory, passing raw material to the
first machine, then inspecting and modifying the more refined result before sending to another machine which may
transform the material, then inspecting, modifying, or accepting the final product. Data, in the forms of text and image,
are the materials that undergo transformation. Figure 5 provides the concluding thoughts in the form of images by
enlarging two of the images from Figure 4. Together they illustrate metaphorically the processes of drilling down into
and then building from data.
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(a) assembling data (b) constructing data (c) constructing data (d) constructing data (e) constructing data

(f) constructing data (g) constructing data (h) data as cement (i) data as material (j) data as material

(k) data as material (l) data as material (m) data as wood (n) data can be used to
create physical products

(o) data can be used to
create physical products

(p) drilling data (q) drilling data (r) drilling data (s) drilling data (t) fabricating data

(u) fabricating data (v) folding data (w) folding data as a
building

(x) gluing data (y) gluing data

Fig. 3. Images generated from caption text
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(a) hammering data (b) interior made of wo-
ven data

(c) interior made of wo-
ven data

(d) interior made of wo-
ven data

(e) scene in the metaverse
constructed from data

(f) scene in the metaverse
constructed from data

(g) scene in the metaverse
constructed from data

(h) scene in themetaverse
constructed from data

(i) scene in the metaverse
constructed from data

(j) scene in the metaverse
constructed from data

(k) scene in themetaverse
constructed from data

(l) show a building that
uses data as material

(m) show a building that
uses data as material

(n) show a building that
uses data as material

(o) show an interior of a
building that uses data

(p) show building that use
data as material

(q) show building that use
data as material

(r) show building that use
data as material

(s) weaving data (t) weaving data as a
building

(u) weaving data as a
building

(v) weaving data as a
building

(w) weaving data as a
building

(x) weaving data (y) weaving data

Fig. 4. More images generated from caption text
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(a) drilling data

(b) folding data as a building

Fig. 5. Concluding images
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